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Compassion in a Secular Key 

 
 

 

In this consideration of the nature of compassion… 

I would like to hold together... 

 Two ideas... 

o One put forward by a philosopher 
o The other...by a poet 

both of whom were born in the 20th century 

 

Each of these men... 

has something to tell us about the nature of compassion 

and each...in his own way... 

has something to teach us about secularity 

 

• The philosopher in question...is Richard Rorty... 
• The poet is Seamus Heaney 

 

I will frame my talk, therefore… 

with an introduction from Richard Rorty… 

And close it with reference Seamus Heaney 
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But…first of all… 

I want to clarify my interpretation of the topic… 

by stating… that COMPASSION… 

Is…by its very nature…secular… 

in one of the root senses of the meaning of that word… 

 

To be secular… 

is to be…worldly…it is to be temporal… 

 

so...I would say... 

that a secular sensibility… 

is an ethical and philosophical choice... 

to live...as if... 

THE HERE...and NOW... 

Is all that we might ever KNOW... 

 

The secular imagination...in the ideal sense... 

is a prod to our ethical selves... 

to put the existential condition of this planet... 

• its physical contours... 
• its animal life... 
• and the men, women and children who inhabit the earth with us 
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A secular imagination... 

will put all of that... 

at the centre of all deliberations 

about the origin...the purpose...the meaning... 

and the value of human life... 

 

Now…you might say… 

But…that is what the religious imagination also does… 

The religious imagination… 

Surely…puts the well-being of the planet and its inhabitants… 

At the very centre of its ethic… 

 

To which my reply would be… 

Yes…in that regard…there can indeed...be a commonality… 

Between the religious and the non-religious basis for ethics… 

 

However… 

The point I wish to make… 

Is that…the religious imagination… 

Is typically moved to express its concern for the world… 

In terms such as:  
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• Final authority… 
• Ultimate truth… 
• And a conviction that the explanation of origins and purpose 
•         has been revealed to particular groups…at particular times… 

 
 
A secular imagination…on the other hand… 
 

• Associates the idea of a final authority… 
with the nastier parts of history 
 

• Thinks that truth with a capital T is a red herring 
 

 
And may even be downright critical of the idea 

that the creator of the world would be unjust enough to single out 
 

one person…one group…or one period history… 
for the best clues about how we should live… 

 
 

The distinction which is crucial here... 
Is not simply one of vocabulary... 

 
It is primarily one of epistemology... 

 
It is a question of where we look... 

to have our knowing... 
 

Corroborated... 
 

 
In this regard...Rorty’s remark about truth...is worth pondering... 

 
Truth...he said... 

is a matter of what your contemporaries will let you get away with 
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Now... 
A word is needed here… about the difference…between… 
 

• secularism… 
• and secularization… 

 
SECULARISM is an ideological position 
 

secularism aims, through social policy, education and the law… 
to empty the public space… 

of religion and its trappings… 
 

Secularism…like atheism… 
is an aberration… 

it is the attempt to replace one certainty…with another… 
 

We see this aberration most clearly…perhaps…in French…laïcité… 
 
Which is a kind of secularism… 
That poses as neutrality…  
 
by contrast… 
 
 
SECULARIZATION is a process… 
 

It is a thoroughly historical development…in human consciousness… 
Which...arises...not simply from a response to legal injunctions... 

 
(although law plays its part in shaping our ethical sensibility) 

 
 

The move to a secular mind-set... 
Arises first and foremost...  

in the realm of human imagination… 
 

There has been a shift away from religious meanings...or explanations... 
 

as we have developed different ways…  
 

to describe...  
the phenomena of existential reality... 
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So…to clarify... 
 
SECULARISM 
 
...is an ideology…disseminated... 

by those who have power in the public arena... 
 
and expressed… 
 

• through educational policies... 
• health policies...and 
• civil laws which are designed to construct both public and private 

space... 
according to a particular pattern of belief… 

 
 
SECULARIZATION...on the other hand... 
 

Is more like a landscape of the mind... 
 

To employ a musical metaphor… 
The Secular…is like a ground bass… 
 

  
A basso ostinato… 

which forms the underlying structure… 
in other words… 

 
we now measure the tone of all major discourses… 

 
Against the insistent tropes of secular thought… 

 
 

 
  
As a result… 
Many people…now find it difficult…if not impossible… 
 

• to sustain a traditional belief… 
• in God…or in prayer… 
• or in the power of ordained men and women to be mediators… 

between present and future reality 
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So…there has been a historical change… 
 

From societies in which…  
it was impossible…  

 
to IMAGINE THE WORLD…without reference to God… 

 
…to the present way of understanding… 

 
That faith in a creator… 

is one world-view…among many others… 
 
 

The important thing to remember…is that… 
 

The secular mind…at its most generous… 
Does not set out to denigrate…or banish…religion… 

 
Because… 

When SECULARITY…meets PLURALISM…  
 

THEN…the religions… 
Can be celebrated…as positive additions… 
 
To the diversity of frameworks… 
through which humans make sense of both life and death 
 
 

******************* 
 
 

With these things in mind… 
let me now turn to Richard Rorty… 

To understand…the nature of COMPASSION… 
 

• Rorty...is commonly described as a neo-pragmatist... 
• But...he...like all complex thinkers... 
• Ultimately wriggles free from words which end with IST 

 

Rorty said this: 
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Moral development in the individual 
and moral progress in the human species… 

 
is a process of enlargement… 

 
and what he…had in mind… 

 
was the expansion of our moral imagination… 

which comes about through the changes in language… 
 

that is… 
as we find new ways…new metaphors… 

new ways to describe human relationships… 
 
 

so…following…Rorty’s train of thought… 
 

We will be capable of a compassionate response to the lives of others 
to the extent that we are able to imagine what it is like to be them… 

 
The expansion of our moral imagination… 

moves away from disregard… 
more and more towards…kindness… 

 
 
So… 
Whether you express it through a religious or secular vocabulary … 
moral progress… 
shines out of…individuals… 
Who cannot nor will not… 
Tolerate hunger and suffering in any human being… 

 
A morally enlightened human being… 

feels pain… 
when faced with the pain of others… 

  
 

The route… 
towards a kinder and more just society… 

 
 

The move to a kinder and more just society… 
is a series of steps…in which individuals… 
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as part of groups… 
exhibit greater and greater capacity… 

  
to see the world through different lenses  

than the ones they inherited… 
 
 

to quote Rorty: 
 

changing languages and other social practices may produce 
human beings of a sort that had never before existed... 

 
 Put differently… 

as new ways emerge… to describe existing things and relationships 
new patterns of morality gain consensus… 

 
because we are enabled to see each other in a different light… 

 
 
 

COMPASSION…THEN…IS A WAY OF SEEING THE WORLD 
 

We develop towards the best of what it is to be human... 
As we consciously... 

Expand our imagination... 
Picturing…what it might feel like... 

 
To be someone else... 

 
Whatever the specifics of the context in which we find them 

 
 

Moral progress, on this basis...comes about... 
 

When we…having imagined the lives of others… 
Work to adopt and adapt… 

Our laws and policies… 
to be inclusive…and responsive… 

to a diverse range of beliefs, values and practices  
 

and when steps are taken…to ensure… 
that legislators and lawyers are moved to action… 

by the voices of those most affected by the injunctions concerned… 
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In contemporary societies which aspire to be pluralist… 
 

Compassion begins… 
When we try to understand… 

How our own values and practices… 
Either inhibit…or enhance… 

The freedom of others…to live as they choose… 
 

 
Think of the vision behind Human Rights… 

 
Which has moved our ideals… 

From the mere toleration of difference… 
To the positive evaluation of diversity… 

 
Human Rights Law… 
promotes a value which transcends all religious exclusivity… 

 
Because it is an idea that rests on the belief… 

That each and ever person… 
Is worthy of respect simply…by virtue of being human…  

 
Without reference to holiness…or age…or gender… 

or ability…or sexual orientation 
 

 
Can we say…then…that  

 
 

Compassion… 
is a way of removing ourselves from centre stage… 

 long enough… 
To imagine what it feels like to be the other person… 

 
It is the move…from self to other 

 
Compassion always moves outward… 

Away for the merely...parochial… 
 

The demands of compassion…sometimes…even shake us… 
From the safety of our own inherited values and beliefs… 

To the newness...or even the scandal…(skandalizo) 
Of the beliefs and practices of others… 
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However…it is instructive to take note of what 
DOES NOT… 

NECESSARILY…  
MOVE US TO COMPASSION… 

 
 
You might think…that  
Ocean liners and jet planes… 

because they open up the possibility  
that we can stand shoulder to shoulder  

with someone who is different from us  
 

Would enhance the possibility for fellow-feeling… 
 
You might think…that… 
 
THE MEDIA… 

Because it juxtaposes…for us… 
images of the perpetrators of evil and the victims… 

within the same 10 minute slot… 
 
Might stir in us…the kind of compassion 

which translates into justice… 
 

But… 
 
 
It ain’t necessarily so… 
they tell all the children…the devil’s the villain… 
but it ain’t necessarily so… 
 
 

In a world in which one of the most common mantras is… 
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER 

 
 

THE villain… 
is anyone who TOUTS CERTITUDE… 

 
 

If Compassion 
is a way of seeing the world… 
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And if the exercise of compassion 
entails the expansion of our imagination… 

 
Then…there may indeed be many routes… 

to making a more compassionate society 
 
 
 

But my contention… 
Is that there can only be one starting point… 

And that…perhaps counter-intuitively...is 
 

RADICAL DOUBT… 
 

Which is…the opposite of certitude… 
 
 

RADICAL DOUBT… 
is what Rorty…under the influence of Gianni Vattimo… 

Spoke of as 
Weak Thought… 

 
 

COMPASSION will flow…I think…from the acknowledgment… 
That what we most have in common…is that… 

 
There is not one of us… 

who knows where we have come from… 
AND NOT ONE OF US…who can say where we are headed… 

 
What we do know… 

Is that… 
 
 

Human history…is a tapestry of glorious...  
and decidedly inglorious... 

narratives… 
 

• holy books… 
• myths of origin… 
• tales of heroism... 
• stories of hope rising out of ashes… 
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and we know…that… 
 

Although...Instances of Compassion run through these writings… 
like words on a stick of rock… 

 
so...also... 

 
does the incitement to abhor... 

and even to kill... 
 

what is deemed to threaten...the gods of our own making... 
 
 

• holy books 
• myths of origin... 
• and tales of heroism... 

 
 

are all examples of the human desire...to interpret existential reality 
and...as such...they require... 

constant revision... 
in the light of a robust and contemporary hermeneutic 

 
 
 

 
To my mind… 

 the most effective…and affective of these narratives… 
Are the ones which speak of doubt… 
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THE ELOQUENCE OF DOUBT 
 

The stories…in which the consolation of the weak…comes… 
NOT through banishing doubt and embracing certainty… 

 
But…through the realisation that…when all is said and done… 

 
True consolation… 

is when we find compassionate company… 
Among those who share our doubts… 

 
 

Sympathy… 
is what we feel…when we look upon the other person… 

From an emotional or cognitive distance… 
 

Sympathy does not threaten us… 
It can actually empower us… 

because it ultimately retains a safe boundary… 
between ourselves…and the object of our sympathy… 

 
 

BUT COMPASSION… 
is potentially destructive of our ego… 

Or even…temporarily…of our confidence… 
 
 
 

COMPASSION… 
Will almost certainly… 

DISRUPT OUR TRADITIONAL HOPES AND INHERITED VALUES 
 

 
Because…as I understand compassion… 

 
It is that disturbing condition…of being reminded… 

 
That my destiny…and your destiny… 

 
Cannot…in reality…be separated… 
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Radical doubt… 

The weakness of knowing… 
that I can never be certain about the meaning of human life… 

 
is the most promising place from which to evaluate… 

the lives of others… 
 

and…to my mind… 
 

It is the only truly ethical space… 
in which we might offer compassion… 

 
 

But…you may well…ask… 
 

 How can I stand alongside someone… 
When I don’t understand things…any better than they do…??? 

 
Or when they ask why bad things happen to good people??? 

 
Then...I would direct you to Seamus Heaney  

 
 

It is well-accepted… 
That great art has the capacity to expand our imagination… 
 

Music…painting…architecture…poetry…novels… 
 
 
Through the transformative gift of the artist… 
We are sometimes allowed a glimpse… 

• into pain…in its rawness… 
• into joy and the sublime… 

 
in strong ways…capable of…transforming our ethical sensibility… 

 
 

Much has been written about this…the power of art to change us 
 
But few have said it with more grace…than Seamus Heaney… 
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He said: 
 

Whatever is given 
Can always be re-imagined, 

However four-square, 
Plank-thick, 
Hull stupid, 

Or out of its time it happens to be… 
 
And…then…Heaney…speaking of the power of poetry to bring about... 

Such a re-imagining… 
 
Put…side by side...two metaphors…which are stunning in their simplicity  
 
 

The poem…he says… 
 

Is like a broken drinking goblet… 
 

But…even in its brokenness… 
 

It offers us… 
 

A TEMPORARY STAY AGAINST CONFUSION… 
 
 

TO MY MIND… 
 

In this...Heaney has perfectly expressed…for our time… 
 

The idea… 
  

That vulnerability…has a unique eloquence  
 
 

*************** 
 

And what if we were to imagine… 
 

 
That each one of us…is like that broken drinking goblet… 
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Not whole… 
Almost… 

 
Not fit for purpose… 

 
 
 
 

AND MIGHT THIS…THEN…BE… 
 

THE NATURE OF COMPASSION ???? 
 

 
That...when… 

 
Knowing the depths of our unknowing… 

 
AND…DESPITE… 

THE INCOMPLETENESS…IN OURSELVES…  
 

We offer someone else… 
  

 A TEMPORARY STAY AGAINST CONFUSION 
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